
The past participle is:
*regular verb   (verb + -ed):  work worked worked
*irregular verb buy bought bought

Participle          past participle

What’s the past participle of “work”?
The past participle of “work” is “worked”.

What’s the past participle of “buy”?
The past participle of “buy” is “bought”.

What’s the past participle of “speak”?
The past participle of “speak” is “spoken”.
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hole
Have you got a hole in your pocket?

Yes, I’ve got a hole in my pocket.
No, I haven’t got a hole in my pocket.

Is there a hole in the wall?
Yes, there’s a hole in the wall.
No, there isn’t a hole in the wall.

What do we call a hole in the door?
We call a hole in the door a key hole.
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I think CD’s from abroad* are expensive,*  but tapes are cheaper.*
I will not agree* to live on a farm.*  What’s the difference* 
Between the two offices?*  I am sitting*  in a corner of the room,*
Next to the teacher.*  Do you agree*  that we can’t refuse*  to help
poor children?*  It’s necessary*  to study a lot.*  it was a good 
Idea*  to bring a map.*  There was a teacher,*  but there weren’t*
any students.*  It is nearly time*  to finish this lesson.*  We are 
almost*  at the end of dictation.*  The next lesson will start*  at 
three o’clock.*
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The contraction of should not is “shouldn’t”.

Should exam take an exam

What’s the contraction of should not?
The contraction of should not is “shouldn’t”.

Do you take a lot of exams?
Yes, I take a lot of exams.
No, I don’t take a lot of exams.

What should you do before you take an exam?
I should study a lot before a take an exam.

What should you do when you get hungry?
I should eat something when I get hungry.
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The past of can is could.
The contraction of could not is couldn’t.

Could       baby      paint

What’s the past of “can”?
The past of can is “could”.

What’s the contraction of “could not”?
The contraction of could not is “couldn’t”.

Can you paint well?
Yes, I can paint well.
No, I can’t paint well.
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Could you speak your language when you were four
years old?

Yes, I could speak my language when I was four
years old.

Could you speak English well after a course that 
lasts only two months?

No, I couldn’t speak English well after a course   
that lasts only two months.
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